LEAK-PROOF SWING TOP CARRIER NW110
THE HERMETICALLY SEALED CARRIER FOR HOSPITALS

▶ Maximum leak protection thanks to gaskets and safety closure

▶ Enhanced safety for users by meeting all industrial hygiene and safety requirements

▶ Convenient handling due to one-sided swing top mechanism and innovative design

▶ No system cleaning and downtime costs by reliable and safe transport

▶ Registered design

Certification for leak-proof transport
LEAK PROTECTION
Liquids can sometimes spill from carriers with leaks from test tubes or containers and cause a potential danger to personnel and equipment. The new carriers are fitted with gaskets to prevent leakage of liquids to 100%. In addition, the special swing top closure adds extra security.

PROTECTION AGAINST CONTAMINATION
Leakage of contaminated liquids from carriers may contaminate the tube. As a result, time consuming and costly system cleaning is necessary. In extreme cases, tube sections must be disassembled, thereby putting it out of commission for extended periods. In case of leaking load only the affected carrier now needs to be cleaned inside. This ensures higher system availability and minimises the risk of infection.

HYGIENE AND SAFETY
The liquid proof swing top carrier ensures optimum protection in handling of potentially infectious samples. Moreover, correct labeling and packing in biohazard bags ensures additional safety. The body of the carrier made of impact-resistant, transparent polycarbonate providing view on the content of the carrier. So leaking samples can be detected before opening. To disinfect the empty carriers they can be cleaned thermochemically in cleaning machines.

HANDLING
One-sided closure offers clear and better handling and ensures that the carrier is always open from the “right” side.

Mechanical features
- registered designed swing top closure at one side of the carrier
- wide carrier rings which ensure smooth transport and gentle softlanding
- body made of durable, transparent polycarbonate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ordering no.</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Dimensions (mm, length x diameter)</th>
<th>Tube diameter (mm)</th>
<th>Bend radius (mm)</th>
<th>Infusions bottle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RP46506</td>
<td>110K</td>
<td>224 x 80</td>
<td>110 x 2.3</td>
<td>650</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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